
Enhancing Learning with Web 2.0	


The style of websites generated during the first ten years of the
 World Wide Web, coined Web 1.0, were, and still are extremely
 useful for teaching and learning. Unfortunately, Web 1.0 style
 websites are static, they don’t enable information sharing and
 collaboration amongst users and readers. 

Web 2.0 has changed all that. It is now simple for anyone to create
 a free website, comment on a website, collaborate with others
 online, and upload information, including text, pictures, audio and
 video to the World Wide Web. 

These tools can greatly enhance the teaching and learning
 experience, and extend the boundaries of the traditional classroom. 

Year 7 study ancient civilisations in an integrated unit of work
 completed in English, Mathematics, Science and Humanities. 

To encourage students to think more deeply about their learning,
 share their thoughts with others, and respond to the ideas of others
 they are given the opportunity to comment on a series of thought
 provoking questions online. In 2008, during the two week unit,
 students posted 500 comments and visited the site 6,000 times.
 Students relish the opportunity to extend their learning online. 

‘A Bunch of Interesting stuff’ is a constantly updated blog featuring a
 series of interesting articles about real, rich and relevant science
 information.  

Interestingly, this site has never formed part of student assessment.
 Students are informed about the site but they are never ‘forced’ to
 go to it in the hunt for marks. ‘A Bunch of Interesting Stuff’ is an
 attempt to intrinsically motivate students to learn about science. 

Life Long Learning is an online ‘big question’ year 9 science unit.
 Student are given a choice about what they want to learn and, in
 conjunction with practical activities and homework tasks, direct their
 own learning and present their work to the class. More detail about
 the unit can be found at http://lifelonglearners.wordpress.com/. 

The ‘big question’ nature of the projects enables all students to
 extend their learning beyond the standard year 9 curriculum. There
 is no minimum amount of work. By presenting the unit on a blog it
 also enables students to collaboratively share learning resources
 via online comments. 

reACTION is a year 9 chemistry unit that teaches atomic structure
 and ionic bonding. However, this unit features two key differences
 that work to motivate students to learn more about the nuts and
 bolts of chemistry. 

Firstly, the entire course can be found online. Students can access
 course notes anywhere, the homework questions can all be found
 online and students can comment on their learning or ask
 questions at any time. 

Secondly, the primary focus of the unit is the creation of an
 educational chemistry movie. This ICT rich task motivates students
 to learn more about the key knowledge but also, to learn a vast
 array of ICT skills. 

Yes! Implement Web 2.0 tools into your teaching practice and
 students will be motivated to extend their learning to new heights,
 and they will do it outside the normal boundaries of a classroom. 

By introducing Web 2.0 tools into the teaching and learning practice
 it was hoped that students would: 
•  Increase engagement in their learning. 
•  Become intrinsically motivated to learn. 
•  Increase their use of ICT. 
•  Extend their learning and thinking beyond the base curriculum. 
•  Share their learning journey with others. 
•  Enjoy their learning more. 

The constantly changing homepage of
 Mr. Barlow’s Blog: A Bunch of
 Interesting Stuff. A site that is

 intrinsically motivating students to
 learn about science. For more details

 see http://mrbarlow.wordpress.com/ 

Monthly total site hits for Mr.
 Barlow’s Blog. In September 2007
 the site generated 487 hits. By
 February 2008 this had grown to
 5,705. July 2008’s monthly hit count
 was 10,633. Students everywhere
 are visiting ‘A Bunch of Interesting
 Stuff’ because they are intrinsically
 motivated to learn about science. 

The year 9 reACTION unit homepage.
 The entire movie making chemistry
 course is online, course notes,
 homework questions, assessment rubrics
 and worksheets. For more details see
 http://year9reaction.wordpress.com/ 
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The home page of the Life Long
 Learning year 9 science unit. This ‘big
 question’ unit of work gives students
 the opportunity to choose what they
 want to study and therefore direct their
 own learning. As the unit is online
 students can access it at any time. 

‘A Bunch of Interesting stuff’ is extremely successful. In the year
 since its inception, the site has generated almost 60,000 hits.
 Students are learning about science, not because they have to, but
 because they want to. Students are engaged in the content
 because it is relevant, current and real world. 

reACTION 

Podcasts 

To further embrace the technological tools that are used by our
 digital native students, several podcasts have been uploaded to the
 iTunes Music Store for students to download for free. ‘A Bunch of
 Interesting Stuff’ the podcast complements Mr. Barlow’s blog. ‘CUE
 radio’ is a podcast authored by year 9 as part of their experiential
 learning program – the CUE Program. 

CUE radio is the podcast that enables year 9
 students to be artists on the iTunes Music

 Store. It enables students to share their
 learning experiences with the whole year level,

 and the whole world. 

A sample of comments that year 7 students made
 on their Ancient Civilisations website. For more

 details visit http://linkedlearning.wordpress.com/ 


